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Bowling On the Green 
By William Henry 

T
HE game of Bowling on the Green is a very ancient 
one, in fact its origin is known to go farther back 

into the mists of time than the Middle Ages. Shake
speare frequently mentions bowling as in "Love's Labor's 
Lost," "Taming of the Shrew," "King Richard 2nd," and 
"Merry W'ives of Windsor." In Quarles' "Emblems 
]635" is mentioned "The Devil's Bowling Green," a 
sermon in Bowls. 

Bowling on the Green originally was played by us
ing stones which described a curving line when rolled 
toward a point or jack which in those days was It 
cone. Some time later the bowls were cut from the 
inside of a tree, the side toward the heart being heavier 
caused the bowls to roll in a curve. 

The bowls today are made of lignum vitae, a very 
hard wood, and the curve or bias is given to the bowl 
uy having one side more convex than the other. They 
are usually 16% inches in circumference and weigh 3�/� 
pounds. One side has the player's initials engraved on 
it, while the other, which is the biased side, is num
bered, and' this side, when playing, is kept on the in
side or next the player'S body. 

Among the early New Yorkers Bowling on the Green 
was a favorite sport. There was an old Bowling Green 
at the foot of :\Iurray and \Varren Streets on what was 
known as "King's Farm." 

In 1732 Bowling Green at the foot of Broadway was 
leased at a yearly rental of a pepper-corn b�' John 
Chamber, Peter Bayard and Peter Jay, and at that 
time it was enclosed by a fence and laid out as a 
Bowling Green. 

After the Revolution the game seems to have been 
ignored, but it was revived in 1879 by Mr. Christian 
'SchefHin of Dunellen, New ,Tersey, who started, the 
Dunellen Bowling Green Club. Following New Jersey' s 
example, other clubs were started up until today we 
find Bowling Green Clubs in a great many cities, such 
as Brooklyn, Boston, Hartford, PawJucket, Buffalo, etc., 
while along the northern New York border and Canada 
nearly every town has its Bowling Green. 

A modern Bowling Green is laid out as a square 120 
feet to a side. Two kinds of greens are used; the 
crown green which slopes each way from the center, 
and the level green which is the one most popular in 
this country. 

The grass has to be kept cut close and rolled per
fectly level, and the players use rubber-soled shoes 
without heels in order to protect the green. The game 
is played usually in one direction, and at right angles 
to that on alternate days. A sloping terrace, or bank, 
2 feet high runs all around the green, and a ditch 6 
inches deep and 18 inches wide runs inside the terrace. 

The green is divided into rinks about 20 feet wide, 
alld a marker is put in the terrace showing the center 
of each rink. 

The game is usually played by two, three' or four 
persons to a side; when single handed or pairs game, 
each person uses four bowls, but if three or four are on 
a side only two bowls are necessary to eaell person. 

The jack is a white ball 2% inches in diameter, 
which is thrown down the green by the first player, and 
centered in line with the marker in the bank at the 
place where it stops rolling. The bowls are rolled 
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Preparing for a critical bowl 

toward the jack by one player of each side alternately. 
I'Jach team is captained by a skip whose word is law 

and must be obeyed by the players. The skip is the last 
one to play, after the three preceding players of his 
team have sent in their shots guided by his signals. 
When the skip plays the third player on his SIde acts 
as skip. After all the shots are in the bowls are 
counted to see which side has one or more nearer the 
jack than the opposing team. This constitutes the 
finish of an "end" and a game usually consists of 21 
ends or less as arranged by the two skips. 

Sometimes it is necessary in a close end to use a 
large pair of calipers in order to decide which bowl is 
nearest the jack. 

Whichever team wins the end is entitled to throw 
the jack flown the green and in this way the length of 
the rink played varies all during the game. 

When the bowls curve on the right side it is called 
the forehand. When they curve to the left it is back
hand. Any bowl which touches the jack is always 
alive, and is called a toucher. 

Science plays a very important part in this game 
as it is possible to put a bowl in front of, or behind, 
or even to take away an enemy shot. \Vhen tested 
on a level green, the bowl describes a curve of not less 
than 3 feet at a distance of 32 yard",. 

The physical benefit derived from this game is con
siderable a,; it calls into exercise the keenest powers of 
vision, the sensitive touch of the hand, the most careful 
concentration of the mind, and the beautiful environ
ment of the green with its velvet car,pet. All these 
combined make un ideal sport for any business man. 
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Cinematography at the Winning-Post 
By Hr. Alfred Gradenwitz 

I
T has long been known that the judge having only 

his visual impression to guide him is not always 
able to pronounce a reliable sentence at horse races, 
and the use of moving-picture records has therefore 
lJeen suggested. However, because of the high racing 
speeds (about 15 meters per second), the ordinary 
cinematograph is of no help in this connection, the aver
age of 18 views per second being insufficient to insure 
a record of the horse at the very moment his nose is 
paSSing through the winning post. Nor can high speed 
cinematography be resorted to, the apparatus here 
being too heavy and complicated to be used for this 
purpose, apart from the impossibilIty of appreciating 
the results and enlarging the decisive film sections at a 

moment's notice. 
li'ollowing up a suggestion by Captain Stahlknecht, 

C. P. Goerz, of Berlin, designed an outfit by 
means of which snapshots with minimal exposures can 
he taken at right angles to the horses' path, just 
fixing the moment when the winning horse with the 
point of his nose is passing through the plane of the 
winning post. A special camera is placed exactly ill 
the plane, which, after closing an electric circuit, auto
matically effects a number of successive views with ex
posures varying between 1/800 and J /1200 second. One 
of these is certain to indicate with the utmost accu
racy the relative position of the horses at the decisive 
moment of the race. 

Whenever there is a close finish the judge will have 
a means, before giving out his verdict, of resorting 
to photography, by causing a, plate bearing the in
scription "Photography" to be lifted in the place of 
the number of the winning horse. Experience goes to 
show that the audience not only willingly submits to 
this slight delay, but insistently requests the use of 
photography. 

While not being cinematography in the strict sense 
of the word since it uses plates instead of films, the 
new method is based on the fundamental principle of 
cinematography-the photographical fixing of a num
ber of successive phases of movement, following one 
another at very high speeds. 

In order to install on a race course an outfit for the 
Stahlknecht-Gi"jerz method, the following preliminaries 
have to be carried out once for all: 

(1) Mounting a camera bracket at the judge's stand 
or at some suitable tower, so that the objectives lie 
vertically above the winning post line. 

(2) Providing an auxiliary fini<;:hing line 3 meters 
before the winning post by connecting a white aiming 
rod about 3.5 meters high with an aiming wire on the 
opposite side of the course, where the switch-lever is 
fixed. 

(3) Providing!l dark room with all installations re
quired, as close as possible to the judge's stand. 

The outfit is a system of five cameras placed above 
one another, the shutters of which are automatically 
disengaged in succession, by preSSing the key of the 
switch. Before taking the apparatus into use the ob
jectives should be adjusted to the distance required, 
depending on the width of the race course; the appara
tus must, to this effect, as well as for the sake of ad-

(COil tintted on page 339) 

The five-fold camera used at the Berlin race track to aid the judges in deciding a close race, and a plate showing a triple dead heat which was run on July 1st, 1920 
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LEGAL NOTICES 

PATENTS 

IF YOU HAVE AN INVENTION 
which you wish to patent you can 

write fully and freely to Munn & 
Co. for advice in regard to the best 
way of obtaining protection. Please 
send sl,etches or a model of your in
vention and a description of the 
device, explaining its operat.ion. 
All communications are strictly con
fidential. Our vast practice, extend
ing over a period . of seventy yea�s, 
enables liS in many cases to advise 
in regard to patentability without 
any expense to the client. Our Hand
Book on Patents is sent free on re
quest. This explains ollr me t.hods, 
terms, etc., in regard to Patents, 
Trade Marks, Foreign Patents, etc. 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
CODtaiDS Pateat Office Notes. Deci,ioD' of 
iDterest to iaveaton- aDd particalan of re
eeat., patented iDt'eatioD'. 

MUNN & CO., �V.Ji���:���: 
Woolwortb BuildiDI. NEW YORK 
Tower Buildiul. CHICAGO, ILL. 
Scieutific American BuildiDi. WASHINGTON. D. C 
Hobart BuildiDl, SAN FRANCISCO. CAL 

Annual Subscription Rates 
Scientific American Publications 

Sclentllic Alllericun ( estublished 1845) one 
yeur .. . " ....................... $6.00 

Scientific Americull lIionthly (established 
1876) olle year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .  $7.00 

Postage prepuld In United States and posses
sions. Mexico, Culla and Panama. 

Foreign Postage 
Scientllic Allleriean $1.50 pel' year additional. 
Scienti fic Alllet'ieun 1\10llthly 72c per year ad

ditional. 
Canadian Po.taKe 

Sclentillc Alllerieun 75c per year addItional. 
Scientilic Alllel'iclln MOII.thly 36c per year addl

tlOIIU!. 
The cOlllilined slIbscrlptioll rates and rates to 

foreign eOlllltl'ies
J 

illcl uding Canada, wlll be 
fum,i"hea IIpon application. 

lCem\t by postlll or express money order, bank 
draft or check. 

Classified Advertisements 
Mlvel'tislllg In this column Is $1.00 a line. 

1':0 less thun live not· more than 12 l ines 
"crepted. 'Collnt seven. 'words to the line. All 
urders IIII1�t be uccompanied by a remittance. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
SUBS'rAN'l'lA[J malluracturilig corporath�ll W311ts 

capable lIIeu to estn.bHsh branch aud lnsusge salesmen' 
$30<.1 to $2000 necessary, \Vill allow expenses to Balti
more ns explained, Addl'ess. Mr. Clemmer, 603 N 
Eutaw St .• Baltimore. Md. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
YOU CAN have a bUSiness prolesslon 01 your own alld 

earn big ill come in service fees. A new system of foot 
correction; readily learned by anyone at borne in a few 
weeks, Easy terms for traiulng; openillg"s everywhere 
with all the trade you can atteud to. No capital re
quired or goods to buy. 110 agency or sQUciting. Address 
Stephenson Laboratories 23 Back Bay. Bostoll. Mass. 

INCORPORATION IN ARIZON A  
COMPLETED I n  1 day. Any capitalization. least cost. greatest ndvantage"s. Transact business anywhere. 
Laws. By-Laws and forms free. Stoddard Incorporat
ing Co., 8-G. Phoenix, Ariz. 

Pistol 

96 Pap Catalolul of 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
BOOKS 

Listing 2500 titl�a on 500 aabjects 

SELECTED from more than 7.000 Books still 
in print. This catalogue is the latest and 

best list of technical and scientific literature 
which C3n be secured. Conditions in the pub
lishing business are most severe and it is with 
difficulty that many books can be obtained. For 
tbis reason this timely catalogue of books which 
can be had will be particularly welcome. 

Wri ts(o-day for I/our copy. 
8mt free on application. 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN PUBUSHING CO. 
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viously taken a leaf out of the yachts
man's book, for no merchant vessel of, 
more than 500 tons' register has ever been 
built with anything resembling a center
board. 

This is all most interesting, the new 
departures and "gadgets" not least of 
all; but one who has had practical sea 
experience in modern sailing vessels can
not help wondering if l\Ir. Liljegren 
knows that a smart Yankee five-master I 
of the present day can show her heels in I 

a breeze quite easily to the average I tramp steamer and that she can, even Are today, make money at rates under which Found Wherever Lathes Are Used 
the tramp is unable so much as to pay 
for her coal. 

No doubt some further refinement in de
sign and the addition of practical labor
saving devices, such as wire running gear 
and drum winches would make her still 
more economical. Perhaps, then, the so
lution of the ocean freighting problem is 
even nearer than we realize. Possibly in 
another five years we shall see the lofty 
topmasts of the ships from Bath and 
Boothbay crowding the harbors where al
most a century before the Yankee clippel' 
was proclaimed queen of the Seven Seas. 

Schools and Colleges use them for instruction purposes; Automobile 
Manufacturers, Makers of Small Tools (who require work of minute 
accuracy), Machine Shops large and small, many other indllstries, 
even hotels and department stores, are using Monarch Lathes with 
universal satisfaction. 

Monarch Lathes are built with all the latest improvements and many 
exclusive features, in many sizes to meet all lathe work requirements 
-the small shop handling only light work. or the largest shop or 
plant where the heaviest work is done. 

Monarch Lathes are reasonably priced within the reach of �very 
prospective purchaser. 

Write today for catalo� and price list. 

Schools write for our special 
school proposition 

Cinematography at the Winning- The Monarch Machine Tool Co. Post 
(Continued from page 3:27) 

justing the width of the shutter slots. be 
taken out of the case. 

After thus getting the five-fold cam
era into order. it is inserted into the case 
fixed by means of the bracket to the 
judge's stand. This comprises an addi
tional objective shutter, the variable po
sition of which is indicated by two red 
discs and one rectangular yellow plate 
and which is intended to prevent the pro
duction of a veil on the highly sensitive 
photographic pIa tes. 

l'he apparat\lS should be so inclined as 
to point the central objective toward the 
central part of the race course. after 
which the adapter with the plates 
serted is introduced into the camera. 
order to protect the plates as long as 
possible against any false light, the 
adapter slide should not be drawn 
until the horses have been taken to 
race course. 

The apparatus is started electrically by 
means of a switch from a point situated 
about 3 meters away from the winning 
post. As the horses are appearing at 
about 50 meters before the winning post, 
the switch-lever is operated. thus open
ing the additional shutter by means of the 
current coming from an accumulator bat-, 
tery. The ,yellow plate now disappears, 
whereas the red disc becomes visible; the 
lever should be at once returned into its 
position of rest. 

When the horses have arrived at the 
auxiliary winning post line, 3 meters in 
front of the actual winning post, a short 

! pressure on the key fixed at the right 
side of the switch will open successively 
the five objective shutters. 

108 OAK STREET 
Sidney Ohio 

IHE SGHWERDTll STAMP CO. 
�.STEEl STAMPS lETTERS&FlGURE 

� 

BRIDGEPORT CONN. 

We Will Make It 
\1L\tlllnlo!" III :l. nH'tal �ttnlJ"HIlj,( or r\()\(·lt� plu 

dll! lit froIll an) metal and fimsht·d Hl UIlV ('oiur 
Waterbury Button Co .. Waterbury. Conn. ---- - -- ---------
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This method is based on the fact, 
brought out by experIence, that there is 
for 'the observer entrusted with the open
ing of the objective shutters. one espe
cially advantageous spot where the time 
error no longer matters. When the ob
server is posted quite �lose to the winning 
post he will appreciate only inaccurately 
the moment when the horse's nose is pass
ing through the plane of the latter. As 
his distance Increases the accuracy of 'his 
appreciation will first increase and eventu
ally decrease again. In the interval there 

Einstein's Theories of Relativity and Gravitation 
Now on Pre.s. On Sale by May 1st 

Will Contain the $5,000 Prize Essay by Mr. Lyndon 
Bolton of the British Patent Office 

is some "optimum" point where the indi-
Essays by Professor Henry Norris Russell of Princeton; Profes-vidual error of appreciation is least, but sor J. H. Pickering of Harvard; Dr Francis D. Murnaghan of which, of course. varies somewhat from Johns Hopkins; Dr. T. Royds of the Kodsikanal Observatory. 

one person to the other. India; Dr. W. de Sitter. the distinguished Dutch astronomer; and 
Inasmuch as the few plates required for numerous other authors of diltinction. 

the process can be developed in'the judge's Selected passages from about fifty others of the 300 essays submitted in competition {or the prize. 
A wealth of valuable material supDlied by the Einstein Editor {or the purpose o{ tying together the stand, and as any photographically skilled various contribution. into a coherent whole. 

observer, even before the developing of By all mean. tbe book best suited to inform the general reader about tbe Einstein Theories. 

the plates is completed, will discern all Price $2.00; by mail $2.15. Order Now! 'essential data, the judge's verdict can be \' 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Z33 B ..... dwaJ. Woolwortb Bide. New York; N. Y. given out by the time the horses are re-
233 Broadway, New York L. __________________________________ • turning to the scales, and as a special ll-__________________________________________________________________ ...... � 
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A Wife T 00 Many 
Into the hotel lobby walked a beau

tiful woman and a distinguished man. 
Little indeed did the gay and gallant 
crowd know that around these heads 
there flew stories of terror-of mur
der-and treason-that on their en
trance half a dozen detectives sprang 
up from different parts of the place. 

Because of them the lights of the 
War Department in Washington 
blazed far into the night. About their 
fate was wound the tragedy of a 
broken marriage, of a fortune lost, of 
a nation betrayed. 

. It is a wonderful story with the 
kmd of mystery that you will sit up 
nights trying to fathom. It is just 
one of the stories fashioned by that 
master of mystery 

He is �e detective genius of our age. He has 
taken sCIence-science that stands for this age

and allied it to the mystery and 
�roma:nce of detective fiction. Even 

to smallest detail, every bit 
o.f the plot is worked out scien
tIfically. Such plots-such sus
pense-with real, vivid people 
moving through the maelstrom of 
life I Frenchmen have mastered 
the art of terror stories. English 
writers have thrilled whole na
tions by their artful heroes. But 
all these seem old-fashioned
out-of-date - beside the infinite 
variety':"'the weird excitement of 
Arthur B. Reeve's tales. 

FREE-POE 
10 Volumes 

To those who send the coupon 
promptly we will give FREE a 
set of Edgar Allan Poe's master
pieces in 10 volumes. 

When the police of New York 
failed to solve one of the most 
fearful murder mysteries of the 
time, Edgar Allan Poe - far off 
there in Paris-found the solu
tion. The story is in these vol-
urnes. 

This is a wonderful combina
tion. Here are two of the great
est writers of mystery and scien
tific detective stories. You can 
get the Reeve at a remarkably 
low price and the Poe FREE . 

HARPER & BROTHERS 
Eat.bliabed 1817 
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process allows the plates to be enlarged' require direct and immediate financial re- summer shower, ripple and beach marks. 
while yet wet photographs of a size of suIts. Governments look for broad indi- These are sometimes preserved with won-
40 by 50 centimeters can shortly after- rect benefits from such schemes and don't derful fidelity and minuteness of detail. 
ward be hu�� up at some suitable place mInd losing a few millions in'the early In the National Museum at Washington is 
and made vIsIble to everybody. stages of operation. Even so I consider a slab of these Connecticut Valley foot· 

Hydroelectric Power l'n 
the Igua�m proposition is one that will prints showing tracks of two three-toed 
not be realized in our time." reptiles crossing it, one made before, and 

Argentina That, of course, is a private opinion, one af.ter such a shower, as shown by the 
(Conti-nued on page 330) and it does not coincide with the Argen- presence of rain drop impressions on the 

What the government will do with tine idea of what is practicable and what one and their absence on the other. Of 

this scheme remains to be seen; but pri- is not. Some day the generating of elec- course, all of these imprints were made 

vate electrical engineers in Buenos Aires trical energy at the great falls, and its when the sediments were yet soft mud 

are not so confident of its success as are transmission to Buenos Aires will be a and before they were consolidated into 

Government officials. Critics of the pro- practical scheme, if it be not so today. hard rock as we see them today. That 

ject do not dispute the figures given in And the Argentine in his enthusiasm will some people do not understand this is in

the report, for the simple reason that no never object if the anticipation of that dicated by the conversation of two coun

independent investigation has been made; day by ten, or a hundred years, costs his trymen standing before a large slab of 

hut they do question the soundness of the country a few millions of dollars. He footprints in the National Museum. One 

conclusions arrived at on the technical 
would willingly face the loss if it meant of the men, after hastily reading the label, 

side. To tI:ansmit power 750 miles to a solution of his fuel problem. was overheard to remark to his compan-

Buenos Aires, which must be the manu- ion, "ThM must have been a durned 

facturing center of the republic, is not A Hospital for Mail Bags I heavy critter to push his feet down into 

regarded as practicable. If it can be (Continuetl trom page 332) the rock like that." 

'done then it will be the biggest under- offices. Consequently, renovation is the The amount of information to be gained 

taking of its kind that has yet been at- first task of the salvage department in by a study of a Slab of these foot impres

tempted. The economic aspect of the rescuing the sacks to useful service. Two sions is interestingly told by Prof. R. S. 

scheme is viewed with grave doubt. tumbling barrels have been set up by LUll. He says: "One extremely interest

As an electrical engineer pOinted out to the mail equipment shops for this specific ing specimen in the Amherst College col

the author the Iguazu proposal differs purpose. They are built in the form of lection bears in all about fifty impressions 

vastly from that centering round Niagara. a star which revolves, the bllgs tumbling (sketch reproduced herewith),' most of 

There the transmission of current does from one point of the star to another. them made either by the same animal 

not mean anything like a distance of 750 The dust is beaten out through slats, of walking back and forth along the beach 

miles. The power of Niagara is utilized which the barrel is constructed. The or by several of apprOXimately the same 

by dozens of dties and towns comparative· space on the outside of the tumbling bar- size. In one of his journeys the creature 

ly close to the generating center, and there reI is boxed in the form of a closed room slows down as shown by the fact that 

is no dearth of customers. Between the with a large pipe running therefrom to a the tail begins to drag, whereas it has 

Iguazu Falls and Buenos Aires there are canvas bag located outside of the building. been held out stiffly behind to counterbal

only two or three large cities which are A powerful suction fan has been installed ance the weight of the body. Then the 

likely to develop into manufacturing cen- in the pipe and by its operation the dust animal stops and comes down on all fours 

ters, and not one of them is less than is drawn from the boxed-in room to the impressing the little hands and long heels, 

about 500 miles from the falls. The idea canvas bag referred to above... then having satisfied his purpose, it rises 

that the inland railroads will electrify Sacks consigned to the mail equipment again to its hind feet, touching one hand 

their systems and so become customers is shops, subject to salvaging, are 'first in- and the tail tip once more to the ground 

scouted. In and around Buenos Aires spected and assorted according to the fol- regaining its balance and then goes on its 

electrification has gone on, but the day lowing classifications: Serviceable, con- way. The single slab gives us thus a 

when anything more than the urban and demned, machine repairs, stringers, and knowledge of the creature's size, propor

suburban traffic lines will be worked elec- patches. Their respective needs are thus tions, gait, resting posture, feeding habits 

trically is consid<!red to be too far ahead identified. Bags subject to patching are for the little hand with its nail-like claws 

to admit of useful discussion just now further inspected by patch-fitters who sal- could never have been used for grasping 

in connection with the Iguazu scheme. vage a good head from one ill-handled prey, and finally, the texture of toe skin 

"I will tell you what there is to this unit and a sound bottom from another on the soles of the feet with creases be

scheme,'� said one engineer. "In the first "bum," and thereby refashion a standard tween the joints, like those of the human 

place it is an international problem in one size sack. Machine operators sew the fingers, and tiny granulations like mus

sense. The falls divide Argentine and units together into a compact container. tard seed covering the entire surface." 

Brazilian territory. Before anything can Some 200,000 remodeled bags are thus Geologists picture this region at the 
be done the two conntries which bave salvaged to the postal service annually, time these tracks were made as a tidal 

�qual rights to the water must agree, arid which otherWise would represent a loss. estuary. In places in this estuary were 

If Brazil has the same ambitious notions The life of the made-over container is flats, some well out in the ancient bay, 
as Argentine she is going to demand half about two years, many of them capable of others nearer shore, which were left bare 
the power. That means that Buenos rendering service equal to that of new by the receding tides. Here the animals 

Aires or other centers can only get half ones. congregated, possibly they came for food. 

the energy, so that instead of 125,000 kilo- Repairs, insofar as practicable, are The impressions made when the tide ebbed 

watts there will be 62,500. If that could made by sewing machines. The work as were baked by the tropical sun and thus 
be transmitted 750 miles, which I do not it leaves the machine is assorted into fin- somewhat hardened hefore the incoming 

believe is at present possible, the unit ished and unfinished piles, the former be- flood bearing its burden of sediment gently 

of energy to the city would be propor- ing immediately packed for shipment and buried the traces without injury, thus 
tionately more costly. the latter redistributed to hand darners preserving for our enlightenment these 

"The engineering side of the scheme, who sew up any holes around the metal evidences of past animal life. 

outside of the transmission problem, only eyelets which machine operation was in- It is some modification of the condi

presents one difficulty, and that is in the capable of doing. Bags classified as tions pictured above that will account 
variation of the head of the water due to "stringers" are distributed to workers for the preservation of the Texas foot

the rise and fall of the river, there being whom the designation implies, who renew prints. However, before much can be said 

u difference of as much as 100 feet in the lacing cord, etc. Condemned bags pro- of the reason for their preservation or the 
head. Otherwise there is no great prob- nounced altogether unserviceable: are kind of an animal that made them they 

lem, though the job will be very costly. mutilated into scraps and marketed as must be the object of special and detailed 

The river can be dammed, according to' "junk" under contract to the highest study, and it is hoped that the owner of 
the Government engineers, and a canal competitive bidder. the land will soon make them available 
will then have to be cut some kilometers Labor is employed to divorce the metal to some scientific institution where they 
through Brazilian territory, to convey the parts from the leather and canvas, ex- may be given the critical study neces'3Ilry 
water' to the power station which would perience having justified as a profitable to properly interpret them, and also 
be located below the falls. method the sale of the same separately where they may be exhibited to those who 

"I estimate roughly that electrical plant rather than as unclassified waste. In- may be interested in such evidences of 
and material worth $30,000,000 gold will cluding the cost of labor, material, ex- the past animal life of this continent. 
have to be imported, if the scheme ever pense of stringing, etc., it is computed 
goes thr?ugh, and � suppose this will be I that sac�s are �alvaged f?r less than eight New Remedy for Healing Wounds 
bought In the Umted States. I don't cents apIece, WIth an estImated saving of 

T 
HE Danish Weekly tor PhYSicians in-

Herper '" Brother. 21 FraDkliD Square. New York know that any private company will be 
I 

$443,677.81 for the past fiscal year to forms us that Dr. Fischer of Kopen-

Send me, all charges prepaid, set of Arthur B. given the chance to take up the scheme, the Government. hagen has succeeded in producing a liquid 
Reeve-in 12 volumes. Also send me, absolutely it being generally accepted that it must F "  medium h' h '  'd t b d' I 
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